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Mr. Flaherty's Comments 
He reads newsletters from major brokerage houses like Merrill Lynch. In 
those newsletters that relate to health care, they note that there will be fewer 
players in the industry -- those players will have tighter margins and will be 
larger in size. 
At a Merrill Lynch presentation he attended, they discussed Health Source -
a growing company that was buying books of business - they overreached and 
now are disappeared. 
Clearly we have to get our costs down. To do so, we are led by these 
strategies: 
1. Low Cost Producer 
2. Local presence instead of technology-driven - we would concentrate on 
developing superior knowledge of customers & providers with a market 
by market analysis 
3. Organize by segment -- that is changing with re-design 
4. Leverage brand name 
5. Work in highly effective way with other Blues plans to save costs & 
take advantage of system of plans 
We are a fact-driven organization with highly effective people. 
What does it take to win? Size in terms of being the market leader. 
Build relationships with providers from volume & quality standpoint. We 
want BCBSF to have 25% market share - 4 million customers. We now have 
8% per year growth rate using current methods -- need 15% growth. 
Assume: 1/2 of the new customers came from organics growth -- acquire 1 
million. 1/2 from merger/acquisition activity. We looked closely at PCA, and 
decided it didn't make business sense. Most companies wanting to sell aren't 
profitable. Can we gain economies of scale by working outside state of 
Florida? Can we share projects/systems with other plans or companies -- that 
often doesn't work. Have to be careful with alliances. 
Joint Venture: Our board of directors has cautioned us to control our own 
destiny -- build it (infrastructures and systems) and then share. Don't rely on 
others. We have to be able to cross silos and create a competitive advantage. 
Often in this era of managing change, he will come into a situation with a 
frame of mind and position. When he hears a framing of the issues, he often 
ends up with different perspectives than when he started. 
Marketing & Managed Care strategy drives us -- for marketing we are led by 
segments and now GBU. Our key enabling strategies are financial , I/T re-
engineering, HR - all 3 are important to success. 
In terms of market share, go from upper teens to mid-20's . Find ways to win 
in small & mid-size markets. Sales and earnings - hard to get both and be 
successful in both. 
Goals: 15% ROE; 15% increase in earnings; 15% growth. Could see stock 
offerings in next 5 years. 
Fidelity Investments buys mutual funds. They bought lots of Trigon stock 
from the Virginia plan -- that illustrated to him the value that Trigon showed 
as a Blues plan. 
Participative Management 
We have to ask for active support of BCBSF's management process -- he 
believes in participative management philosophy, creating a sense of 
ownership/creative/personally rewarding. 
This type of management doesn't always mean we'll take a vote -- there is a 
time for precise decisions, times when there's not. Believes in advanced 
planning of meetings with agendas -- TGO. 
Believes in Continuous improvement -- TQM. Use listening & conference 
techniques. 
Organization Re-Design 
We formed our HMO as separate businesses in the 80s -- realized a lack of 
coordination, so we went to regions in late 80s. 
Still had lack of coordination with regions -- task force for re-design decided 
focus should be geography. 
800 on every dollar we make is medical expense -- have to make sure network 
is maximized. 
Criteria for re-design structure - support low cost producer strategy, speed 
decision-making, align authority and accountability, establish focus on strong 
execution, build and upgrade capabilities -- for example, one membership 
database; focus on customer/provider. 
Managed care - providers are negative in attitudes toward managed care , 
says there is "lots to be done in this area." 
We realize that the issues and challenges are still with us even though we 
reorganized. 
He views org redesign as one activity under the HR strategy -- does not see 
re-design relation to transformation. 
By 6/30/97 individual staff will be named. Half of the overall realignment --
about 150-200 people will be affected in 1997. The rest will be in 1998. 
Large portion of realignment is in Operations. 
Major challenge: changing structure doesn't change product development 
problems. 
Need new set of performance measurements -- thinking and policy are 
needed. 
For example , in '88 with the regions , policy on hospital and physician 
contracting was needed, also policy on product development. He felt that the 
hospital policy was superb -- not the same can be said for physician and 
product development. 
Care Manager - thinks it took too long to develop. 
Policy should be written by the technically-knowledge people who do it 
everyday - don't push it up to senior leadership to create. 
There are barriers to product development and policy development. 
Announcements on re-design have been uneven, not consistent. 
He has a feeling we are overstaffed - could be more efficient. 
Administrative expenses ratios: BCBSF is 17% - industry average is 15%. 
Reengineering is more powerful than redesign to reduce administrative 
expenses -- supports I/T development -- we can't be all things to all people. 
Questions 
Question from group: Why aren't we performing better in the 10-99 Market? 
Answer: Multiple barriers: We never match segment needs across all 4 P's of 
marketing. We just look at one P (place or distribution) -- we focus on agent 
in this market and the sales are too short-term. 
In the 1-9 Market we have below 5% share. In the 100-1,000 market, 20+% 
share. The 1,000+ we have over 50% share, yet he considers this the toughest 
market. Need to strengthen marketing strategy component for the Medicare 
risk business. 
Question: Merger/Acquisition activity 
Answer: To go into another state with a company that's outside of the Blues 
plans makes no sense. That competing Blues plan would be threatened. 
Anthem is trying it and doing miserably. We will look at Florida businesses 
closely. In terms of Blues plans, have ruled out Mississippi & Louisiana 
states for activity. Alabama still operates like fee for service, so they don't 
match. Georgia is perhaps most comparable; South Carolina has too much 
reliance on government contracts and is a backshop. We'd be looking at 40+ 
companies with managed care business in FL. 
Question: Virtual Office direction 
Answer: Can you afford to have an alienated person (doctor) on front line 
with your customers? Have to have a package of services that is highly 
attractive to docs & hospitals. Meeting their needs electronically - being 
sensitive to their needs of processing, transactions is attractive. He thinks 
strategy for VO is correct -- doing staggered releases, developing pilots, then 
expanding. No one else has done it. It will process in a user-friendly manner 
the data that managed care demands. 
He says we are "betting the ranch" with Virtual Office. 
Will it work with the staff we have? People tend to ask the senior leaders for 
help , instead of getting the flow of information going with people working on 
it that see solutions & don't share with others. 
Question: Products in the future? 
Answer: We don't have any idea what products will be out in 5+ years. 
Disease management business - don't know what it will look like. 
Question: GAMSU status 
Answer: He hasn't followed it as closely. It will be implemented where it 
makes sense. Have high expectations for it. 
Question: Business Transformation 
Answer: He admitted that he didn't know what it was for a while -- what did 
the different terms mean? Systems can be developed but the processes are 
old. 
He noted an article in the Wall Street Journal last week: Delta fired CEO. He 
accomplished results, but the price it paid on employee morale and the 
business wasn't worth it (He pays attention when boards make changes to 
CEO). Reengineering is a component of transformation. Continuous quality 
improvement should be a component of our philosophy. Government 
Programs installed it; Health Care Services is starting to. 
He spends lots of time on Quarterly Reviews to see improvements. 
Question: ASO accounts pay smaller administrative fees than it costs, at the 
expense of the small group market who pays more. 
Answer: California Blue Cross/Blue Shield plan is the most successful Blues 
plan in terms of sales & earnings -- they win in the small group market. They 
have limited product choices -- no big computer system. They focused on 
community networks -- not high-end providers. 
State Account - example of ASO account that didn't lose but did not 
contribute to profits . 
Charted a graph which measured revenue against size of account on a 
diagonal of retention and cost. It showed that the cost is basically the same 
for any group , but the revenue is much higher in the smaller markets. The 
revenue is low in the large groups, yet that is where we have most of our 
market share. 
We are maximizing sales & minimizing profit. The smaller groups have a 
higher distribution cost. 
Right now we have more change than we can deal with. He sees 
reengineering & redesign as separate. He likes the way Human Resources is 
redesigned. 
Question: Legislation at the state and federal level. 
Answer: He is very concerned about it. Federal level he understands that 
large cuts for Medicare have a quid-pro-quo for PSO exemption. Thinks that 
should be state level regulation. 
Bob Lufrano's Comments 
Tuesday, June 10, 1997 
Corporate Vision - low cost, market leading health care delivery & financing 
organization, accountable for total service experience and the health & 
economic outcomes of our customers. 
Wants to be the best value. 
Re-design criteria 
Support the low cost structure 
~ speed of decision making 
~ accountability 
~ customer focus 
BCBSF still will have market segment, functional , product focus 
Who's in charge? GBUs or Functions? It depends. 
GBU 
GBU has primary accountability for daily operations of the GBUs; support 
role for strategy, policy and program development. 
Functional Areas 
Has primary accountability for strategy & policy development; supports day 
to day operations. 
* Clarification of roles/responsibilities needed. 
